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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, it is shown that the linearized Boltzmann-Enskog collision operator 
cannot be dissipative in the L2-space setting contrarily to the linearized Boltzmann operator. Some 
est imates useful for the spectral theory are given. (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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The Enskog equation is a modification of the Boltzmann kinetic equation, in which each particle is 
considered as a hard sphere with nonzero diameter a > 0 (and therefore, the collisions take place 
in a point at the distances a/2 from the centers of two colliding particles). The Enskog equation 
gives a quite good description of the transport phenomena in moderately dense gases [1,2]. The 
mathematical  theory of various versions of the Enskog equation can be found in [3-13] (see also 
references therein). 
In the present paper, only the simplified case of the Enskog equation (referred to as the 
Boltzmann-Enskog equation), for which the pair correlation function is equal to 1, is consid- 
ered. The Boltzmann-Enskog equation (in the dimensionless form) reads 
(Or + v .  0x) f = ~Ea(f, f ) ,  (1) 
Ea (f l ,  f2) (x, v) = ~ a 2 (f l  (x + an, w')  f2 (x, v ' )  + f2 (x + an, w ' )  f l  (x, v ' )  
- f l  (x - an, w) f2 (x ,v )  - f2(x -an ,  w) f l (x ,v ) )  (n .  (w - v) V 0) dndw,  
where a is the (dimensionless) diameter of the (hard sphere) particles; ~ is the Knudsen number; 
f = f ( t ,x ,v )  is the one-particle distribution function; t >_ 0, x = (x l ,x2,x3) c IRa , v = 
(vl, v2, v3) c R a are time, space, and velocity variables, respectively. The standard notation has 
been used- -a  particle with the center at x and the velocity v collides with a particle with the 
center at x - an  and the velocity w; v '  = v + ((w - v ) -  n )n  and w '  = w - ((w - v) • n )n  are 
the velocities after the collision; n E S 2 = {n E R 3 : Inl = 1}, al V a2 = max{al ,  a2}. 
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Setting (formally) a = 0--from equation (1)--one recovers the Boltzmann equation with the 
collision kernel corresponding to the hard sphere potential. Let J = E~]a=o be the Boltzmann 
collision operator. 
It is well known [1,2,14] that the linearization /:0 = 2 J (w , . )  of the Boltzmann operator 
about the (equilibrium) Maxwellian w(v) = (1/(2 rr) 3/2) exp(-v2/2)  is dissipative in the space L2 
(~-1 dv), 
( f , / :of )  -< O, V f e /3  (/:0) C L2 (w: '  dv) ,  (2) 
where ( . , . )  is the inner product in L2(w -1 dv): (fl, f2) = fR3 f l (v ) f2 (v )w- l (v )dv .  
Property (2) is essential for the theory of hydrodynamic limit (J~ ~ 0) of the Boltzmann 
equation--see [9,14]. 
In this note, the problem whether the linearized Boltzmann-Enskog operator/ :a = 2 Ea(w, . ) 
satisfies the analogous dissipative property is discussed. It is shown that such a property cannot 
be satisfied. 
Let L2(w -1 dx dv) be the space equipped with the inner product 
((fl, f2)) = f f l (x,v)f2(x,v)w- l (v)  dxdv. 
JR 3XR3 
The main result is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. For a11 a > 0 and W > 0, there exists g E ~D(/:~) C L2(w -1 dxdv)  such that 
((g,/:ag)) >- W. (3) 
PROOF. 
Hence, 
One has (cf. [6]) 
~3 ~3~b(x,v)Ea(fl , f2)(x,v) dxdv 
=2 3 a 3 2 (¢ (x 'v ' )+¢(x -an 'w ' ) -~b(x 'v ) -~b(x -an 'w) )  
x ( f l (x ,v) f2  (x - an, w) + f2 (x ,v ) f l (x  - an, w) ) (n .  (w - v) V 0) dndw dv dx. 
× w(v) w(w) (n.  (w-  v) V 0) dndwdvdx 
L L L L ao, w,/ 
× ~(v)~(w) (n .  (w - v) v o) dndwdv dx, 
where f = wf  E D(/:a) C L2(w -1 dxdv) .  
Note (see [13, Lemma 2.1]) that 
[x +/3v'[ 2 + [x -- an +/3w'[ 2 - Ix +/3v[ 2 - ]x - an +/3w] 2 = 2 a/3 n- (w -- v), 
for eachx,  v ,w  EN 3,a, /3 CN 1 ,n~S 2. 
Keeping this in mind, consider 
g. (x ,v )  = ~(v)G(x ,v ) ,  0.,(x, v) = x . (x ) Ix+/3v? ,  
3 
x . (x )  = 1-I x (Ix~l < R), 
i= l  
where R > 0,/3 > 0, and x ( t rue)= 1, x(false) = 0. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7a) 
(7b) 
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By (5), it follows that 
..~.~ a~R.. =~/~/~/~/~ ,~ .x. ~'.-~.x.v.~ .~.~.x- on. w~- ~.~. w.. 
(s) 
×w(v) oJ(w)(n-(w - v) V 0) dndwdvdx .  
Hence, 
x Ill 2+ ~ +~21wl2 -an .x+2~x.w-a~n.w 
x ~(v)co(w)(n. (w - v))2~(n.  (w - v) > O) dndwdvdx  (9) 
-~/~/~/~/~ ~x~ ~4.w.~n ~w~v~ 0~ x~x w~/ 
× oR(v)w(w)(n. (w - v))2x(n • (w - v) > 0) dndwdv dx. 
Therefore, for fixed a > 0 and ~ > 0, 
× (x-  ~n) ¢~ Ix,~n/~ ÷ v/÷~Z ~/o x~¢x ~/ 
+ 2 aZlxJ ~ - 4 aZ(n. x) 2) - 8 Z2X,, (x) (n. x) (x- w)) (10) 
× ~(v)~(w)(n.  (w - v))2x(n. (w - v) > 0) dndwdv dx + O (R 3) 
64~r 
= 3 a~ R 5 -t- O ( /~4),  
for R --~ +~.  Thus, for each fixed a > 0, ~ > 0, and W > 0, one can choose R sufficiently large 
such that inequality (3) is satisfied. This completes the proof. | 
REMARK 1. The same example can work for functions defined on a torus (i.e., for periodic 
functions) with respect o the space variable x. In fact, one first chooses R sufficiently large as 
in Theorem 1 and then assumes that the fundamental domain is [-2R, 2R] 3. 
REMARK 2. Theorem 1 can be stated for the Povzner-type quations (the stochastic kinetic 
equation [12], the generalized Boltzmann equation [15]) provided that the collision kernel is not 
symmetrized. 
REMARK 3. The situation is different for the symmetrized Boltzmann-Enskog equation 
(see [3,9,10] and references therein), i.e., when the collision kernel (n. (w - v V 0)) is replaced by 
In- (w - v)[ in the definition of the collision operator. If/~a is the symmetrized collision operator, 
then 
~/~/~ .o  (~.~) dv~x-- /~/~/~/~ x.v~ 
× (/ (x ,  v')+ / (x  + an, w ' ) - / (x ,  v ) - / (x -  an, w)) 
x w(v) w(w)ln • (w - v)l dndw dvdx  (11) 
- ] (x  - an, w))2 w(v)w(w)ln • (w - v)l dn dw dv dx, ~f~x~ V~
and therefore, the symmetrized linearized Boltzmann-Enskog collision operator is dissipative in 
L2(~u -1 dx dv). 
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It is worth pointing out that for the hydrodynamic limit theory (a ; 0, ~q ; 0) for the (unsym- 
metrized) Enskog equation, the a-dependent estimates of the collision operator Ea are needed 
(cf. [8,91). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let  a E R 1 and f be a function such that 
(x,v) ----+ (1 + Ivt) l /2f(x,v) is in L2 (w -1 dxdv) .  
Then, 
( ( f '£a f ) ) -<2~a 9£. (~ ,  f (x ,v )dv) (~an.wf (x+ an, w)dw)dndx .  (12) 
PROOF. By (4), one has 
1 
( ( f '£a f ) )=2 ~a O/~a jf~a fa2 ( ] (x 'v ' )+  ] (x -an ,  w ' ) -  ] (x ,v ) - -  ] (x -an ,  w)) 
× ( f (x ,v )  + f (x -an ,  w) )w(v)w(w) (n .  (w-  v) VO) dndwdvdx  
_ l~a] :a£ , / : ,  ( f (x ,v ' ,+f (x+an,  w ' - f (x ,v , - f (x+an,  w, )  
× (.f (x, v ' )+  f (x + an, w' ) )w(v)co(w)(n  (w - v) V O) dndwdvdx .  
(13) 
Hence, 
1 2 ((f;£'f))<-2/~.j~aJ~aj~S. (f(x,v)+f(xJ-an, w)) w(v)w(w)n-(w-v)dndwdvdx (14) 
and inequality (12) follows (cf. [5]). 
By Proposition 3 and [5], one has the following. 
COROLLARY 3. Let  a E ~1 and f be a regular function such that 
(t ,x,v)  ~ (1 + ]vl)l/2f(t, x, v) is in L2 (w -1 dxdv) ,  Vt e [t,,t2] and 
o,].,:(,xv>dv+£.v o.:I xv> v:o 
Then, 
((f, f~af)) <- -- a '2  d d-t £a  £~ X([x-y[ < a ) (~ f ( t ,x ,v )dv) (g fR  a f ( t ,y ,w)dw)dydx .  (16) 
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